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bstract

In this paper, a transient multiphase multi-dimensional PEM fuel cell model has been developed in the mixed-domain framework for elucidating
he fundamental physics of fuel cell cold start. Cold-start operations of a PEM fuel cell at a subfreezing boundary temperature of −20 ◦C under both
onstant current and constant cell voltage conditions have been numerically examined. Numerical results indicate that the water vapor concentration
nside the cathode gas channel affects ice formation in the cathode catalyst layer and thus the cold-start process of the fuel cell. This conclusion

emonstrates that high gas flow rates in the cathode gas channel could increase fuel cell cold-start time and benefit the cold-start process. It is
hown that the membrane plays a significant role during the cold-start process of a PEM fuel cell by absorbing the product water and becoming
ydrated. The time evolutions of ice formation, current density and water content distributions during fuel cell cold-start processes have also been
iscussed in detail.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

PEM fuel cells as future automotive power plants have to be
ble to start up successfully from subfreezing temperatures and
imultaneously maintain the cell integrity and performance. In
rder to meet these critical requirements, substantial research
fforts have recently been expended to investigate cold-start
henomena and freezing processes in PEM fuel cells.

Cho et al. [1] studied the PEM fuel cell characteristics after
epetitive freeze/thaw thermal cycling between 80 and−10 ◦C. It
as found that the cell performance degraded with the increased
olarization resistance and ohmic losses after a number of ther-
al cycles. They concluded that the increase of the polarization

esistance could be attributed to the deformation of the electrode
tructure, while the increase in the ohmic resistance was mainly
ue to the increase of the contact resistance between the mem-
rane and the electrode. Both phenomena were caused by the

olume dilatation during the freezing process. In order to prevent
EM fuel cell performance degradation after the freeze/thaw
ycling, Cho et al. [2] later successfully applied the gas-purging
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ethod, by which water was removed from the fuel cell through
eeding dry gases to the cell, and the solution-purging method
y using an anti-freeze solution instead of the dry gases.

Hou et al. [3] also demonstrated that with appropriate gas
urging, no performance degradation and MEA delamination
n a PEM fuel cell would occur after 20 freeze/thaw cycles
rom −20 to 60 ◦C. The experimental studies of McDonald et al.
4] indicated that with membranes and MEAs assembled under
mbient humidity conditions resulting in low water contents, no
atastrophic physical or chemical failures were observed in the
uel cell membrane after repetitive freeze/thaw cycles.

In order to examine basic cold-start behaviors of PEM fuel
ells, Oszcipok et al. [5] conducted isothermal potentiostatic
old-start measurements of a single cell. It was shown that the
roduct water initially increased the membrane humidity at sub-
reezing temperatures, and after the membrane humidity reached
ts maximum, the product water would flood the catalyst layer
nd the gas diffusion layer (GDL) and become frozen. Ice for-
ation would subsequently lead to strong current density decay

nd cell degradation. They also carried out a mathematic curve

tting and statistic regression analyses, and showed that dryer
embrane and high gas flow rates would benefit the PEM fuel

ell cold-start operations. Oszcipok et al. [6] further developed
physical PEM fuel cell model to describe the transient behav-

mailto:menghua@zju.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.12.035
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Nomenclature

a water activity or surface area
c molar concentration (mol m−3)
Cp constant-pressure heat capacity (J kg−1 K−1)
D mass diffusivity (m2 s−1)
Dλ water content diffusivity (mol m−1 s−1)
EW equivalent weight of the membrane (kg mol−1)
F Faraday constant (96487 C mol−1)
hvi enthalpy of desublimation (J kg−1)
i current density (A m−2)
j transfer current density (A m−3)
k thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
kc desublimation rate coefficient (s−1)
K permeability (m2)
nd electro-osmotic drag coefficient
p gas-phase pressure (Pa)
Ru universal gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
sice ice fraction
S source term
t time (s)
T temperature (K)
u gas-phase velocity (m s−1)
Uo open-circuit potential (V)
V volume (m3)
Vcell cell voltage (V)
W molecular weight (kg mol−1)

Greek letters
ε porosity
εm fraction of the membrane phase in the catalyst

layer
η over-potential (V)
κ proton conductivity (S m−1)
λ water content
μ viscosity (kg m−1 s−1)
ρ gaseous density (kg m−3)
σ electronic conductivity (S m−1)
τ viscous stress tensor
Φ phase potential (V)
χ mole fraction

Subscripts
cl catalyst layer
e electrolyte or energy
i species
m membrane
s electron or solid phase
sat saturation value
vi water vapor to ice phase
w water

Superscripts
cl catalyst layer
eff effective value
sat saturation value
v vapor phase
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ors of a PEM fuel cell under isothermal subzero operations. The
odel was able to account for the effects of the reduction of the

ctive catalyst surface and the increase of the contact resistance
n the cell performance.

Tajiri et al. [7] developed an experimental procedure for elu-
idating the isothermal PEM fuel cell cold start by introducing a
ethod of equilibrium gas purge using the partially humidified

as with a specified relative humidity to effectively control the
nitial water distribution inside the cell. During a cell startup
rom −30 ◦C under a constant current density, they found that
PEM fuel cell with a low membrane water content experi-

nced three stages of voltage evolution, namely an initial voltage
rop, a voltage recovery period resulting from the membrane
ydration by the product water, and a final voltage drop-down
wing to ice formation and its blockage of species transport
nd coverage of the active catalyst surface. Tajiri et al. [8] also
xamined the effects of various parameters on the PEM fuel cell
old-start capability under isothermal conditions, including the
urge methods, startup temperature and current density, and the
embrane thickness.
Thompson et al. [9] developed an experimental procedure to

etermine the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) kinetics in PEM
uel cells at subfreezing temperatures. No fundamental change
n the ORR reaction mechanism was found at subfreezing tem-
eratures. Thompson et al. [10] also measured low-temperature
roton conductivity in the Nafion membrane as a function of
ater content and temperature, with temperature ranging from
45 to 25 ◦C. A crossover in the activation energy for pro-

on transport with temperature coinciding with the melting and
reezing of water was found, and the crossover temperature
epended on the initial water content of the membrane and dis-
layed a hysteresis phenomenon between heating and cooling
rocesses. However, this observation contradicted that of Tajiri
t al. [7], obtained with a temperature range of −30 to 30 ◦C.
ajiri et al. [7] found no noticeable phase transition of water
ccurring inside the membrane and thus no slope change in the
roton conductivity. Therefore, an uncertainty remains in this
rea.

Yan et al. [11] investigated PEM fuel cell cold-start behaviors
nd the effect of the subzero temperature on cell performance
sing a 25 cm2 cell. They found that the cell was capable of cold-
tart operation at −5 ◦C without irreversible performance loss,
ut if the cell temperature fell below −5 ◦C, irreversible per-
ormance loss occurred. Significant damages to the membrane
lectrode assembly (MEA) and backing layer were observed
fter the fuel cell operated at temperatures below −5 ◦C, includ-
ng the catalyst layer delamination from the membrane and
racks in the membrane.

Ge and Wang [12] conducted visualization experiments on
iquid water transport and ice formation using a transparent PEM
uel cell. It was concluded that the freezing-point depression of
ater in the cathode catalyst layer should be less than 2 ◦C and

ts role in cold-start practice should thus be negligible. They later

urther narrowed down the value range to 1.0 ± 0.5 ◦C [13]. It
hould be noted that this conclusion contradicts that of Ishikawa
t al. [14], who found that water existed in the super-cooled
iquid state when a PEM fuel cell was operated at −10 ◦C.
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herefore, more research work is needed in this area for fur-
her clarification. However, all the studies have observed that no

atter which phase of water, liquid water droplets or ice parti-
les, existed, it could appear on the catalyst surface only after a
eriod of cell operation after the membrane became hydrated.

In parallel to experimental studies, numerical investigations
ave also been conducted. A number of research groups focused
n modeling the stack behaviors during cold-start operations.
undaresan and Moore [15] developed a stack thermal model

o study PEM fuel cell cold start. They focused on a layered
odel, which separated the stack into different layers, to deter-
ine the temperature distribution within the stack. The model

ould reveal the effects of the endplate thermal mass and the
nternal heating method on the stack cold-start operations. Khan-
elwal et al. [16] developed a one-dimensional thermal model for
PEM fuel cell stack to investigate the cell cold-start capability
nd the corresponding energy requirement at various operating
nd ambient conditions. They observed that an optimum range
f operating current density existed for a given stack design for
apid cold startup and recommended thermal isolation of the
tack at the endplates to reduce the startup time. It was also
ound that flow of heated coolant above 0 ◦C was an effective
ay to achieve rapid stack cold start.
Ahluwalia and Wang [17] developed a simple two-

imensional model of a single cell for simulating PEM fuel
ell cold start. It was shown that for rapid and robust cell self-
tart, operation of the fuel cell near the short-circuit condition
as desirable because of its maximum hydrogen utilization and

avorable waste heat production. They concluded that preheat-
ng the feed gases, electrically heating the cell stack, and the cell
perating pressure produced only small effects on the ability of
he cell self-start and startup time.

Mao and Wang [18] developed a lumped analytical model to
tudy heat balance, ice formation in the cathode catalyst layer,
ater transport, and voltage variation during a PEM fuel cell

old start from −10 and −20 ◦C. The key parameters control-
ing PEM fuel cell cold-start operations, including the initial

embrane water content and the thermal mass of the bipolar
lates, were investigated. Mao and Wang [19] further developed
detailed transient multiphase multi-dimensional PEM fuel cell
odel within the single-domain framework for cold-start sim-

lations. The model incorporated various transport phenomena
nd accommodated ice formation by assuming instantaneous
esublimation of water vapor after it reaches its saturation value,
hich should be physically valid based on the visualization work
f Ge and Wang [12,13]. The three-dimensional results, calcu-
ated under a constant current density, illustrated distributions
f current density, temperature, membrane water content, and
ce fraction in the cathode catalyst layer. The effects of the
tartup current density and membrane thickness on cell cold-start
ehaviors were also examined.

In this paper, a transient multiphase multi-dimensional PEM
uel cell model, based on the previously established mixed-

omain approach [20–23], has been developed for elucidating
uel cell cold-start behaviors. Cold-start operations of a PEM
uel cell at a subfreezing boundary temperature of −20 ◦C under
oth constant current and constant cell voltage conditions have

i

ε
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een numerically investigated, focusing on a two-dimensional
onfiguration for fundamental physical understandings and clear
esult presentation.

. Theoretical formulation

The transient multiphase multi-dimensional PEM fuel cell
odel accommodating ice formation is developed based on a

reviously established transient two-phase multi-dimensional
ixed-domain approach [23] and is briefly described in this

ection. This numerical model is intended for simulating the
sothermal cold start of a PEM fuel cell at a subzero boundary
emperature, i.e. −20 ◦C, under both constant current and con-
tant cell voltage conditions. As in the modeling work of Mao
nd Wang [19], an assumption of instantaneous desublimation
f water vapor to ice has been taken in the present formulation.
ased on the visualization data of Ge and Wang [12,13], this
ssumption could be physically justified below a cell tempera-
ure of −3 ◦C. Therefore, in the present PEM fuel cell model for
old-start simulations, no liquid water exists at the subfreezing
ell temperature.

First, the transient conservation equations in the gaseous
hase are presented.

Mass conservation:

∂[ε(1 − sice)ρ]

∂t
+ ∇(ρ�u) = 0 (1)

Momentum conservation:

1

ε(1 − sice)

∂(ρ�u)

∂t
+ 1

ε2(1 − sice)2 ∇(ρ�u�u)

= −∇p + ∇τ + Su (2)

Species conservation:

∂[εeff(1 − sice)ci]

∂t
+ ∇(�uci) = ∇(Deff

i ∇ci) + Si (3)

In Eq. (3), according to the mixed-domain approach [20,21],
he water vapor concentration is solved only in the gas chan-
els, gas diffusion layers, and catalyst layers on both the anode
nd cathode sides. In the two catalyst layers, the dissolved water
hase (water in the membrane phase) is assumed to be in thermo-
ynamic phase equilibrium with water vapor, and its transport
rocess is combined into the water vapor transport equation
sing the following water diffusivity [20,21]:

cl
w = ε1.5

cl (1 − sice)1.5Dcl,g
w + ε1.5

m Dλ

RuT

psat

dλ

da
(4)

The effective porosity in Eq. (3) for water transport, εeff, could
e modified as

eff = ε + εm

(1 − sice)

ρm

EW

RuT

psat

dλ

da
(5)
For the other species transport equations, the effective poros-
ty remains as

eff = ε (6)
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Table 1
Electrochemical and physical relationships

Description Expression Unit

Transfer current density j = aeffjref
0,a

(
cH2

cH2 ,ref

)1/2 (
αa+αc

RT
Fη

)
in anode side A m−3

j = aeffjref
0,c

(
cO2

cO2 ,ref

)
exp

(
− αc

RT
Fη

)
in cathode side

Over-potential η = φs − φe in anode side V
η = φs − φe − Uo in cathode side

Open-circuit potential Uo = 1.23−0.9 × 10−3(T-298) V

Electro-osmotic drag coefficient nd =
{

1.0 for λ ≤ 14
1.5/8(λ − 14) + 1.0 otherwise

Water activity a = CwRuT

psat

Water saturation pressure log10p
sat = −2.1794 + 0.02953(T − 273.15) − 9.1837 · 10−5(T − 273.15)2 + 1.4454 · 10−7(T − 273.15)3 atm

Partial pressure of water vapor pv = CwRuT Pa

Membrane water diffusivity Dm
w =

{
3.1 · 10−7λ(e0.28λ − 1)e[−2346/T ] 0 < λ ≤ 3
4.17 · 10−8λ(1 + 161e−λ)e[−2346/T ] otherwise

m2 s−1

W ρ

P 1
T

)]

s

D

m

a
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b
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s
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S

w
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E
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c

ater content diffusivity Dλ = m
EW Dm

w

roton conductivity κ = (0.5139λ − 0.326) exp
[

1268
(

1
303 −

Considering the effect of ice formation, the effective gaseous
pecies diffusion coefficients should be further modified as

eff
i = Diε

1.5(1 − sice)1.5 (7)

In addition, ice coverage of the active catalyst surface is
odeled using the following linear relationship:

eff = (1 − sice)a (8)

The effective surface area, aeff, is related to the electrochem-
cal kinetics, as shown in Table 1.

Next, the transient conservation equation of the ice phase can
e derived as

∂(ερicesice)

∂t
= SviWw (9)

here the parameter, sice, is the ice fraction, defined as the ratio
f the volume of ice to the pore volume in the porous materials

ice = Vice

Vp

(10)

The volumetric desublimation rate in Eq. (9), Svi, is expressed
n the following form:

vi = hpc(pv − psat) (11)

here the desublimation parameter is defined as

pc = kcε(1 − sice)xv

2RuT

[
1 +

∣∣pv − psat
∣∣

pv − psat

]
(12)

This formulation indicates that water vapor would start to
reeze after it reaches its saturation value [19]. Combined with

he thermodynamic equilibrium assumption, Eq. (5), this for-
ulation would result in the delayed ice precipitation after the
embrane phase become hydrated, consistent with the experi-
ental observations [12–14].

s
t
h
i

mol m−1 s−1

S m−1

The transient water content conservation equation inside the
embrane is in the following form:

∂

∂t

(
ρmλ

EW

)
= ∇(Dλ∇λ) + Sλ (13)

Since we focus on ice formation in the cathode catalyst layer,
he effect of phase transition inside the membrane is neglected
n the present numerical investigations. Based on more compre-
ensive experimental studies, this physical phenomenon could
e further considered in the future work.

The transient conservation equation of energy is derived as

∂

∂t
[(ρCp)effT ] + ∇(ρCp�uT ) = ∇(keff∇T ) + ST (14)

here the effective parameter, (ρCp)eff, can be determined in the
ollowing general form:

ρCp)eff = ε(1 − sice)ρCp + εsice(ρCp)ice

+ (1 − ε − εm)(ρCp)s + εm(ρCp)m (15)

The source term in Eq. (14) is given as [24]

T = j

(
η + T

dU0

dT

)
+ i2

cond
+ hviWwSvi (16)

here the second term inside the bracket is considered only on
he cathode side. The parameter, cond, in Eq. (16) is either keff or
eff, depending on the location in the fuel cell. The last term in
q. (16) is the heat of desublimation. The related parameters are
rovided in Table 2. The effective thermal conductivity of each
ell layer is approximated as a constant in the present numerical

tudies and is also listed in Table 2. It should be noted that, in
his paper, specific heat capacity, Cp, of the membrane material
as been substituted with that of PTFE, since it is not available
n the open literature, as also discussed in [25].
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Table 2
Physicochemical parameters

Anode volumetric exchange current density, aj0 (A m−3) 1.0E+9
Cathode volumetric exchange current density, aj0 (A m−3) 1.0E+4
Reference hydrogen concentration, cH2 (mol m−3) 40
Reference oxygen concentration, cO2 (mol m−3) 40
Anode transfer coefficients αa = αc = 1
Cathode transfer coefficient αc = 1
Faraday constant, F (C mol−1) 96,487
GDL porosity 0.6
Porosity of catalyst layer 0.2
Volume fraction of ionomer in catalyst layer 0.4
GDL permeability (m2) 1.0E−12
Catalyst layer permeability (m2) 1.0E−13
Equivalent weight of ionomer (kg mol−1) 1.1
Dry membrane density (kg m−3) 1980
Effective electronic conductivity in CL/GDL (S m−1) 5000
Operation pressure (atm) 2
Desublimation rate coefficient (s−1) 3.0E+7
Thermal conductivity of GDL (Wm−1 K−1) 1.5
Thermal conductivity of CL (Wm−1 K−1) 1.5
Thermal conductivity of the membrane (Wm−1 K−1) 0.5
Enthalpy of desublimation (J kg−1) 2.64E+6
Density of carbon material (kg m−3) 2200
Density of ice (kg m−3) 900
Heat capacity of carbon material (J kg−1 K−1) 1050
H
H
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∇
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and cathode sides prior to its cold start. Therefore, the initial
water content in the membrane can be easily determined and
is assumed to be uniformly distributed. The initial ice fraction
inside the cell is neglected in the present numerical studies.

Table 3
Cell geometric parameters

Fuel cell geometry (mm)

Layer thickness
Diffusion 0.3
Catalyst 0.01
eat capacity of membrane material (J kg−1 K−1) 1050
eat capacity of ice (J kg−1 K−1) 2100

Finally, the conservation equations of proton and electron
ransport are derived as [26,27]

Proton transport:

(κeff∇φe) + Se = 0 (17)

Electron transport:

(σeff∇φs) + Ss = 0 (18)

Since the electrochemical double layer charging/discharging
rocess is very fast, the transient terms in the two equations can
e safely neglected and the two equations thus remain in the
teady-state form.

The relevant expressions for the source terms and the other
hysicochemical relationships can be found in Table 1 and Ref.
22]. The temperature effect on transport parameters has been
onsidered in the present numerical model, but it should be
oted that because of the lack of sufficient experimental data and
lso existing uncertainties in the experimental studies, some of
he expressions could be further improved specifically for cold-
tart simulations, but they should be sufficient for the present
arametric studies.

The present numerical model has been applied for simulating
EM fuel cell cold-start operations at a subfreezing boundary

emperature under both constant current and constant cell volt-
ge conditions, focusing on a two-dimensional cross section
erpendicular to the flow direction, as shown in Fig. 1. The
oundary conditions have been defined in Ref. [22] except for

he one related to the ice fraction, which can be defined as zero
ux at all the five boundaries

sice = 0 (19)

L
C
C

Fig. 1. A two-dimensional cell geometry.

. Result and discussion

The present PEM fuel cell model for cold-start simula-
ions has been implemented into a commercial CFD package,
luent, through its user coding capabilities and applied for two-
imensional calculations for elucidating fundamental physics
nd conducting parametric studies. The geometric configura-
ion is illustrated in Fig. 1, and the geometric parameters are
isted in Table 3.

The PEM fuel cell is operated at 2 atm on both the anode
nd cathode sides. The cell stoichiometry number is two on both
ides with a reference current density at 50 mA cm−2. For all the
alculations carried out in this paper, the boundary temperature is
xed at −20 ◦C, simulating an isothermal cold-start condition.
ry hydrogen and dry air are fed into the anode and cathode

ide, respectively. Based on these operation conditions, the inlet
pecies concentrations can be easily determined and specified at
oundaries 1 and 2.

The numerical simulations have been conducted for both a
onstant current density at 50 mA cm−2 and a constant cell volt-
ge at 0.55 V. The fuel cell is purged to an equilibrium condition
sing a dry gas with 25% relative humidity on both the anode
Membrane 0.025

and width 0.5
hannel width 1.0
omputational cell numbers ∼1600
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Careful grid independence study has been conducted [22],
nd a total of 1600 computational cells are sufficient for
btaining grid-independent solutions in the present numerical
imulations. A non-uniform grid system has been employed in
he through-membrane direction, with 10 computational cells in
he membrane, 10 in each of the gas diffusion layers, and 5 in
ach of the catalyst layers. Variable time step has been applied
ith an initial minimum time step at 0.25 s, while it increases
radually to 1 s as the calculation progresses.

Since the water vapor concentration at boundary 2 (an inter-
ace between the GDL and gas channel) on the cathode side
nfluences the water vapor distribution inside the cathode cata-
yst layer and GDL, it significantly affects ice formation and
old-start process of the fuel cell. The effect of the water
apor concentration in the cathode gas channel on ice for-
ation and cell performance is investigated first by defining

ifferent water vapor concentrations at boundary 2, which basi-
ally represents different downstream locations along the flow
irection as the water vapor concentration increases in this direc-
ion. This modeling flexibility clearly shows an advantage for
lucidating fundamental physics using a two-dimensional con-
guration.

Under a constant current density at 50 mA cm−2, numeri-
al calculations are conducted with two different water vapor
oncentrations of 0.074 and 0.033 mol m−3 at boundary 2, rep-
esenting 100% relative humidity and 45% relative humidity in
he cathode gas channel at −20 ◦C, respectively. Transient vari-
tions of the cell voltage are depicted in Fig. 2. With a higher

ater vapor concentration (0.074 mol m−3) defined at bound-

ry 2, the fuel cell cold-start operation shuts down sooner at
round 200 s, since in this case the water vapor concentration
nside the cathode catalyst layer and GDL reaches its saturation

r
w
a
o

ig. 3. Time evolution of ice fraction in the cathode catalyst layer during an isotherm
oncentration of 0.074 mol m−3 at boundary 2.
ig. 2. Time evolution of cell voltage during an isothermal cold start under a
onstant current density of 50 mA cm−2 and different water vapor concentrations
t boundary 2.

alue and start to freeze earlier. This result indicates that high
as flow rates on the cathode side could increase the fuel cell
ubzero operation time and benefit the cold-start process, a con-
lusion consistent with the experimental result of Oszcipok et
l. [5].

Transient variations of the cell voltage in Fig. 2 clearly show
wo-stage evolutions for both cases, namely an initial voltage

ecovery period owing to the membrane hydration by the product
ater, and a voltage drop-down period caused by ice formation

nd its subsequent blockage of oxygen transport and coverage
f the active catalyst surface. This trend is consistent with the

al cold start under a constant current density of 50 mA cm−2 and a water vapor
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The time evolution of the lateral water content distribution
in the middle of the membrane is shown in Fig. 6. The water
content inside the membrane increases towards the end of the
cold-start process, indicating a fraction of the product water is
ig. 4. Time evolution of ice fraction in the cathode catalyst layer during an iso
oncentration of 0.033 mol m−3 at boundary 2.

xperimental observation of Tajiri et al. [7]. It should be noted
hat in the results of Tajiri et al. [7], a three-stage evolution
f the cell voltage was observed, but the first stage of the cell
oltage drop-down is entirely caused by a gradual load increase,
procedure specifically designed for their experiments but not
resently simulated.

As also shown in Fig. 2, during the voltage drop-down period,
he cell voltage initially decreases gradually; once the ice frac-
ion in the cathode catalyst layer reaches around 80%, the cell
oltage drops dramatically. This phenomenon has also been
eported in the work of Mao and Wang [19] and is in a qual-
tative agreement with the experimental results of Tajiri et al.
7].

The time evolution of the ice fraction in the cathode cata-
yst layer with a water vapor concentration of 0.074 mol m−3

t boundary 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3. Ice starts to precipitate
t around 50 s, and grows faster under the current-collecting
and. In addition, the numerical results indicate that ice also
rows faster at the interface between the catalyst layer and
DL. The reason is that at low current density operations, the

lectrochemical reaction (ORR) and consequently the water pro-
uction mainly occur near this location, leading to faster ice
ormation.

The time evolution of the ice fraction in the cathode catalyst
ayer with a lower water vapor concentration of 0.033 mol m−3 at
oundary 2 is further depicted in Fig. 4. By comparing the results
n Figs. 3 and 4, the effect of a lower water vapor concentration
n the cathode gas channel on ice formation and its evolution can

e clearly seen to render lower and more uniform ice fraction
irectly under the gas channel on the cathode side.

The time evolution of the current density distribution in the
ateral direction (z direction) inside the membrane is presented

F
t

al cold start under a constant current density of 50 mA cm−2 and a water vapor

n Fig. 5. Initially (i.e. at 1 s) there is a uniform current density
istribution along the lateral direction as defined at boundary
. With the membrane becomes hydrated by the product water
at 100 s), the current density under the current-collecting land
lightly increases, since the membrane water content is higher
n this region as shown in Fig. 6. With time further increases,
he ice fraction grows faster under the land, as illustrated in
ig. 3, resulting in a rapid drop-down of the current density in

his region towards the end of the cold-start process.
ig. 5. Transient variation of current density distribution under the same condi-
ions as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of current density during an isothermal cold start under a
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ig. 6. Transient variation of water content distribution in the middle of the
embrane under the same conditions as in Fig. 3.

bsorbed into the membrane and thus the membrane plays a
ignificant role in the cell cold-start process. In addition, Fig. 6
ndicates that the water content initially attains a higher value
irectly under the gas channel inside the membrane, but the
rend reverses towards the end of the cold-start process, when
ore product water is absorbed into the membrane under the
urrent-collecting land.

Fig. 7 illustrates a typical temperature distribution in the
wo-dimensional cross section. Temperature reaches a highest

ig. 7. Temperature distribution in the 2D cross section under the same condi-
ions as in Fig. 3.
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onstant cell voltage of 0.55 V and a water vapor concentration of 0.074 mol m−3

t boundary 2.

alue in the middle of the cell directly under the gas channel,
s expected. The temperature difference across the entire cross
lane is, however, very small with the maximum difference at
round 0.2 ◦C. Therefore, the entire cell can be considered to
perate under an isothermal condition.

The transient variation of the current density during a cold-
tart operation is shown in Fig. 8, calculated under a constant
ell voltage of 0.55 V and with a water vapor concentration of
.074 mol m−3 defined at boundary 2. The result also shows a
wo-stage evolution; the current density initially increases from
s to around 75 s owing to the membrane hydration by the prod-
ct water, and then gradually decreases due to ice formation.
his is in the same general trend as the isothermal potentio-
tatic cold-start measurements of Oszcipok et al. [5]. However,
rapid drop-down of the current density was observed in the

xperimental results and was attributed to the increase of the
ontact resistance between the membrane and the electrode
y a statistic regression analysis. Since the transient variation
f the contact resistance has not been included in the present
umerical model, the rapid current density drop-down cannot
e observed in the simulated curve. This difference between the
umerical and experimental results, however, indeed confirms
he conclusion of Oszcipok et al. [5] that the rapid current den-
ity drop-down results from the cell structure changes and the
ubsequent increase of the contact resistance during the fuel cell
old-start process.

The transient variation of the ice fraction in the cathode cata-
yst layer calculated under the constant cell voltage condition is
llustrated in Fig. 9. In this case, ice starts to precipitate from 50 s
fter the cold-start process. Ice grows faster under the current-
ollecting land and accumulates more at the interface between
he catalyst layer and GDL, a picture similar to that obtained

nder the constant current density condition.

The time evolution of the current density distribution inside
he membrane is clearly depicted in Fig. 10, under the same
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Fig. 9. Time evolution of ice fraction in the cathode cat
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peration conditions as in Fig. 8. The current density initially
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. Conclusion
In this paper, a transient multiphase multi-dimensional PEM
uel cell model accommodating ice formation has been success-
ully developed based on a previously established mixed-domain
pproach. This model is applied for elucidating fuel cell cold-
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alyst layer under the same conditions as in Fig. 8.

tart processes at a subfreezing boundary temperature of−20 ◦C.
old-start operations of a PEM fuel cell under both constant cur-

ent and constant cell voltage conditions have been numerically
nvestigated.
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entration inside the cathode gas channel affects ice formation
n the cathode catalyst layer and thus the cold-start process of the
uel cell. This conclusion demonstrates that high gas flow rates
n the cathode gas channel could increase fuel cell cold-start
ime and significantly benefit the cold-start process.

During the cold-start processes under both constant current
ensity and constant cell voltage conditions, the membrane
ould absorb the product water and become hydrated. There-

ore, the membrane plays a significant role during the cold-start
rocess of a PEM fuel cell.

Under both constant current density and constant cell voltage
onditions, the cold-start process of a PEM fuel cell with an
nitial low water content inside the membrane experiences a
wo-stage evolution; an initial cell performance increase owing
o membrane hydration by the product water, and the subsequent
erformance drop due to ice formation in the cathode catalyst
ayer and its blockage of oxygen transport and coverage of the
ctive catalyst surface.

In addition, numerical results indicate that ice grows faster in
he cathode catalyst layer directly under the current-collecting
and and accumulates more at the interface between the cathode
atalyst layer and the gas diffusion layer.
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